Orthodox Christian Fellowship @ Stanford

Dinner Discussion Mon, 11/5/07, Tresidder, Sequoia

- Compline
- Dinner! Thanks Irene!
- Stanford Orthodox Christian Resource Center, 3rd floor Old Union
- Upcoming events:
  - Sun, Nov 11th, 7-9pm, Livermore, CA: Fr. Thomas Hopko on “The Lord’s Prayer” at St. Innocent Orthodox Church, 193 Contractors St, Livermore, CA. Carpool depart 5:45pm.
  - Wed, Nov 14th, 7:30pm, Service event with Raphael House + Berkeley OCF: Baking pumpkin pies Thanksgiving Giveaway.
  - Sat, Nov 17th: Hiking Trip
  - Thurs, Nov 22nd: Thanksgiving Dinner with Irene and her family
  - Fri, Nov 30th, 7:30pm, Stanford West: Movie night
    - Yanni’s Apt, Stanford West, 1225 Clark Way, Palo Alto, CA 94304
    - Email: ocf.stanford@gmail.com movie suggestions
    - Movie suggestions to date: The Life of Others, The Name of the Rose, St. Nikolai Velimirovic, The Island Ostrov
  - Mon, Dec 3rd, 7:30pm, Sequoia Room, Tresidder: Final dinner discussion + Secret Santa.
  - Sat, Dec 15th, Sacramento: SF Metropolis Young Adult Christmas Dinner, Annunciation Greek Orthodox Church, Sacramento with dance + speaker
  - Sun, Jan 13th: Welcome back Dinner with Holy Cross Young Adults at Fr. Peter/Presbytera Nikki’s home in Belmont
  - Tentative, MLK weekend (Jan 19-21): YAL Tahoe ski trip with Berkeley OCF
  - Sat, Jan 26 – Sun, Jan 27: Raphael House retreat “The Church and Social Service”
  - Feb 22-24: Bishop Kallistos Ware at Ascension Cathedral. Sophie will update
  - Hiking trip to Stanford preserve

- Discussion led by Metropolitan Nikitas on “Religion and Politics”

Metropolitan Nikitas serves as the Director of the Patriarch Athenagoras Orthodox Institute in Berkeley and is actively involved in the Berkeley OCF. He was enthroned as the first Metropolitan of Hong Kong and South East Asia in 1997 and has served as Director of Development for the International Orthodox Christian Charities and Chancellor of the Greek Orthodox Diocese of Chicago.